It is shown that, if the initial measure is translation-invariant, then finite-range stochastic Ising models allowing zero flip-rates converge. In particular, the biased annihilating process converges to a mixture of a product measure and ~5, and the double-flipping process converges to a product measure.
Introduction
The biased annihilating branching process (BABP) is a very simple interacting particle system (IPS). At most one individual is located at each site of a graph, often taken to be Ld. These individuals annihilate neighbouring individuals at rate 1, and place offspring on neighbouring sites at rate i. Adjacent pairs of particles (or indxviduals) evolve according to 11 5 10, 10 1 11, where 1 indicates the site is occupied. Now it might be thought that if the birth-rate was less than the annihilation ra1.e (2 < 1) that the system could not survive, but it was conjectured in Neuhauser and Sudbury (1993) that the limiting measure would be the product measure vnlC1 + IJ for all 2 > 0. Put informally, this suggests that a species that was murderous to its own type could thrive with any birth-rate, however low. A. SudhwylStochastic Processes and their Applications 68 (1997) [255] [256] [257] [258] [259] [260] [261] [262] [263] [264] This conjecture has not been easy to prove. The case i = 1 was treated by Sudbury (1990) and Bramson et al. (1991) . They showed the limiting measure in Zd was vi/2 as long as the initial measure was not empty. Neuhauser and Sudbury (1993) showed that the only equilibrium measures for the BABP on Z were vlIcl +1) and 6,. They also showed that the probability of a site being occupied was bounded away from 0 for 1. > 5. Mountford (1993) showed that there would be a limiting measure if the initial configuration was finite. Combining these results he deduced that the BABP with 3, > 4 did tend in distribution to vAlcl +A) if the initial configuration was finite.
This paper extends these results. It will be shown that:
(1) If the initial measure p0 on Zd is translation invariant then ,~+uv~.,ri+~.,+(l -u)60forsomeO<u<1.
(2) If PO = v&l> 0 < p < 1, then pt + VA/(1 +j.h (3) If Bf is the configuration at time t starting from initial finite configuration B, then IPtBIS~.
(2) and (3) will use a relationship, discovered by Sudbury and Lloyd (1997) between the BABP and the double-flipping process (DFP), an IPS in which a pair flip together so that 11 5 00, 00 !+ 11, Ol&lO. It is simple to show that v,~+,,,,;+,,~, is an invariant measure for this process. We shall show: (4) If the initial measure, cl,,, on Zd of a DFP is translation-invariant, then
In the next section we shall prove (1) and (4). The BABP would be a conventional stochastic Ising model (SIM) except that it allows c(x, y) = 0. We, therefore, need to modify the argument used by Holley (1972) to include both the BABP and the DFP.
The convergence of stochastic Ising models allowing zero flip-rates
Holley's (1972) argument will be followed, but the notation comes from Liggett (1985) . For finite R E Zd and v E 10, l}Ld, let
XER SIMS are defined relative to a potential JR as a spin system with strictly positive rates c(x, y) such that
does not depend on the co-ordinate x. The sets Rsx are translation-invariant in the sense that when considering expression (1) at x + y, the set R corresponding to JR will be R + y. Most frequently, the sets R are the neighbours of x or x itself. We shall only consider finite range processes, so that for each x there will be a set R, of neighbours that determine the flip-rate. Thus, if [ is a configuration on R, (that is, [ E (0, l}Rv), c(x, [) = c(x, y) for any y containing [.
The Gibbs states for a finite system are given in Liggett (1985. p. 180) as the set of measures v with
where K is a normalising constant. Combining (I) and (2) Proof. Relative entropy is always non-negative and H,l is maximised by concentratinkr /I at the i: on Z, for which V(C) is a minimum. i.e. H, < ~ log \l(r)min. Each point of L,, has a fixed number of neighbourhoods that contribute to the potential, thus the total number of terms in the potential is < k'nd for some I;' not depending on II. The minimum probability for a configuration is thus > em" "" for some k" not depending on II. 0
At the end of this section we shall prove:
Lemma 2.
The expression Z(i) means the interior of the configuration [, and consists of those sites whose flip-rates are determined by [, that is, s.t. c(.x, [) = c(.x, q-) for all y containing c. Otherwise c(x, <) should be considered to be 0. Thus, the double-summed expression is due to flips internal to Z,, and is d 0. Thus, for the process on a finite set the relative entropy always has negative slope. In the infinite case this may not be the case; however, there are O(nd) terms in the first expression and so, for large enough n, we should get dH,ldt negative.
Define @(u, c) = (U -a) log(u/z;), so that @ 2 0. For a finite set S, and x E S, define 
as each J: E Z, appears in at most md of the boxes. Lemma IV, 5.8(a) in Liggett (1985) shows that if S c T, xT (x, ,uJ > xs(x, ,q) . In particular, when x E Z,, 47 + 1 (x3 /A) 3 dx, l-4.
(8) SO for ~1 > m, cQ'~(x, pt) > x$"(x, , uJ and using translation invariance with (6) and (7),
dH,i dt md
This implies
Letting II + CC in (10) we obtain Lemma 3.
P'(S) as.
( 11) where h(t) = lim sup h,(t).
Since Z(~)(S) 3 0 and h 3 0, Lemma 3 implies j:, C?)(S) ds tends to a limit. At the end of the section we shall prove: Lemma 4.
x'""(t) --f 0 as t + cx for each tn.
Since z@'(t) is a sum of non-negative terms, each must tend to 0. that is, x,,(x, LJ,) + 0 as t + 8~~2, implying
Lemma 5. For etlery m, [ E S,, x E I([),

I ct.? L)ld;.Y) -4% i)p,(r)I + 0. (12)
Lemma 3 is equivalent to Lemma 3.11 in Holley (1972) . If ,u~ is not a Gibbs measure @(c(s, i, )p,(<,), c,(x, <)pu,(T)) > 0 for some c and thus $'(.Y, ,u,) > 0 and r"(t) > 0 for some 01. This establishes the equivalent of Lemma 3. I2 in Holley (1972) . His argument may then be followed to establish.
Theorem 1. Jfn stochastic Ising model in Zd hasfinite rmge potential and (I trans/~~rior~-intwriant initial measure pO, and suppose that t,, + x ad ,ut,, cor~cerye,s rvenk!\~ to p. then p is a Gibbs measure.
Corollary. All translation imariant equilibrium states are Gihhs memures.
A similar equation to (12) was derived from the BABP in Neuhauser and Sudbury (1993). Although their treatment was for one dimension, the argument for their 4. IO and 4.11 is not changed for d-dimensions.
Theorem 2. [f the BABP in I?" has N trcrllslation-ir?~Irr.icrr?r ir7itial mecrsurr. po. therl p, cotweryes to a mixture of I'~~(, +i, and &.
Next we shall deal with the DFP. On S, the even-parity states communicate with each other as do the odd, but even-parity states do not communicate with odd-parity states. Thus, the equation p({,,)/p(<) = c'(xy, <)jc (.u~, c,,) determines the measure /I as a mixture of 11 , ;;(, ;+, ;, concentrated on the even states and 1' -concentrated \ /I,' [\ a-, 1x1 on the odd states, that is pm = e(m)vE'" + (1 -e(m))vidd,
where the subscript m here means the measure restricted to S, and v stands for 1, as v is a product measure (the probability a B(n, p) variable is even + f as n + x). Since (12) is true for all m, we obtain The border term comes from flips at sites in dZ, due to interactions with sites wholly or partially outside Z,. For each x E &Z, there is a finite neighbourhood of sites R, that determines the flip-rate at x. Let [ be a configuration on R, and suppose < overlaps Z,,. so that 5, = in& and ;', = <nZ:, are not empty. I: flips to <., at rate (.(.Y. J contributing to the border term in dH,idt.
Let cp be a configuration on Z,nR:. so that (pi,, is on Z,,. Collecting the term for the q~<_, to (p< flip as well, we obtain the contribution where <,,, is <,, flipped at s. We wish to demonstrate that this expression is < l</l(c~).
where k does not depend on <, <' or II.
Because of the form of V, there is a constant li, s.t. \' ((i?i,,_~) ..l'((/)r,,) < h-,, since &, and (p<,,, differ at one site and this places a bound on the change in potential. Thus.
To deal with the part containing log[~l(rpr,,)l~l(cpr,,,) ].
we use the result Substituting ,~(q&) for p + q, p(c&') for p and /l(cpi,,) for I ' + s. ,l(~pc,~) for I'. WC obtain since P((PLJ + ,46L) < ,u(cp).
Summing over all cp, we have that the contribution of i to the border term is < kC,,,~(cp) = k. The number of x on the border is < 2d& ' and the number of C on R, < 21Rt'. Thus. there is a constant B not depending on n or ~1~ s.
t. B,(p,) < Bndm '. d
Proof of Lemma 4. If a(m)(t) j+ 0 then there exist a number h, > 0 s.t. x'"')(t) exceeds h,, i.o. However, given c < ho, let ti be the length of the ith excursion of ~(""(f) above i:.
Then SiT x,(f) dt > cCti, and SO ti + 0 as i --f 'CL. Thus, for any 1:. however small, P')(t) must rise from I: to ho in arbitrarily small times. Since r'""(t) is a sum of a fixed number of non-negative terms, there must be one of these terms and a value hI s.t. the term rises from arbitrarily small E to hI in an arbitrarily short amount of time.
Suppose the term is @(c(.x, <,),l,(T,). c(x, O/L,(<)). We put u(t) = c(s. &)/l,(<,). r(t) = c(x, <),u,((). Then, since we know c(u. [,) and c(s. <) > 0, where c,,,~,, = minJc (x, [,) , c(x, [)). The inequalities for ti and ti take into account the fact that [ and [, communicate . We aim to show that it is not possible for Q(t) = (u -u) log(u/a) to have Q(T) < E, @(T + 6) > h for fixed b but arbitrarily small E, 6. Assume without loss of generality that u(T + 6) > tl(T + 6). Further, assume u(t) 3 u(t), T d t d T + 6> since, if u(t) = u(t) in the interval, we may shrink the interval to one in which u(t) 3 v(t). Now, Thus, when U/U > 0, U/C < k/u for some k since u < c,,,. Thus, Q(T) < u ln(k/u). If It is shown in Sudbury and Lloyd (1997) Thus, we have shown something we were unable to do in Sudbury and Lloyd (1995) , that, however small the birth-rate i, the number of occupied sites tends to x with probability 1. As was pointed out in that paper, this lemma enables us to draw
